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Award Winner -"The Best Show of the Year" JNN Conference， Scheduled Program Division 

Hokkaido， Agricultural Paradise Next 
Duration: 30 min Episodes: 492 (lncluding Previous Series) 

2008-0ngoing Host: Hiroyuki Morisaki， Yuuka Mori 
Aired In Hong Kong， Taiwan， Thailand 

This is a very unique farmers' show， introducing many 回珪臨諸国
agricultural products and dishes from Hokkaido， the 掛古宮相指面
largest farming area in Japan. The hosts take“agn州 ds" 宮喜連E割長
to the farmers' field where they learn and try what farmers 唖理主岨M
do for their quality of life. We present the latest 而H重型国革
agricultural technology as well. The show has been going ーー一一一-

since 2008 and has been aired in various countries. 
Details and screeners are on our web catalog. 

Authentic Ceremonies in Hokkaido 
Duration:S4min Episodes: 13 

Distributed In China etc 

Traveling Comedians 
Duration: 30 min Episodes: 16 

2006-0ngoing 
One hour documentary series that presents traditional ceremo-
nies and fl凶 iv挑 We feature how the悦市 have回en 回踊酒田
practiced over a long period of time， as well as the spiritual 骨事頃冒空~~.
aspects of them. Some of them are religious and some of them ~叩
are the symbol ofthe relationship between gods and people living 
in the religion. We pick one region and ceremony， and produce 
one episode a year. 
In the latest episode， ，we show fire-stepping ceremony in Shako-
tan town. A man masquerades as Tengu God， and steps on fire 
to pray maritime safety. 

Starring: Hidehiko Masuda， Keisuke Okada，Ruriko Kojima， Marina Kinjo 
Aired In Hong Kong， Macau，Taiwan， China， Indonesia， Malaysia， Singapore， 
Australia， New Zealand， Thailand 

2016-0ngoing 

A travel comedy show starring three Japanese celebrities， led by 

an HBC anchor. This spirited quartet travels to traditional tourist 

spots in the kingdom of tourism， Hokkaido， trying to identify “the 

charm of the well-worn." They also probe for odd anecdotes about 

these sightseeing spots by interacting with shop owners and 

whoever happens to be there at the time. Details and screeners 

are on our web catalog. 

2017-0ngoing 
As Hokkaido is called “a rich repository of ingredients， " there 
are variety of food products introduced in this series. Some of 田昌劇団
them are said to be some of the best in Japan， but little known. .Ji再刊恒晶h
Throughout this series， we present some very high quality 出正F正量調品
foods and introduce who produces them as well as how these 嗣 喧 眠 且
are made目 Viewerswill grasp the image of these foods of 面世~証
Hokkaido and will be stimulated to know more about the foods 匝副冒叩川町・

or even inspired to visit Hokkaido 

Nice Town Walks with Rui Voshida 
Duration: 30 min Episodes: 32 + 13 (Previous Series) 
Host: Rui Yoshida， HBC Anchor Persons 
Aired In Thailand 

2014-0ngoing 

Food and travel show hosted by a haiku poet and a nation 回苦掴:t:~回
widely known food writer. Viewers will enjoy watching hidden 品自習軍制
attractive spots and dishes all over Hokkaido that are not 古語亙臣Z
shown on guidebooks. Details and screeners are on our ;~孟草里高申

四日;u-..~
web catalog 回再晶革疋F

Missions Impossible! Around The World 
Duration: 30 min Episodes: 98 

Starring: Motoki Sudo， etc 
Distributed In China etc 

Comedians go all over the world on odd and eccentric 

missions. They visit each country for the first time and speak 

little of the local language. Viewers will e町oyall their various 

activities. 18 countries and regions are featured in the series 

2012-2014 

回 R喧昔田
一

----_...... 
』内己..... 空二望E雪..... ・-ー、.・
目当蝿書記E

Funny Journey， around Asia to look for Hokkaido 
Duration: 30 min Episodes: 67 
Starring: Wacky， Wakana Fukushima， etc 
Aired In Hong Kong， Macau，Taiwan， China， Indonesia， Malaysia， 
Singapore， Australia， New Zealand， Thailand 

|川Dロ諜詑却拡z芯常悶払;ごお弘I払I加iiTii…官w川『町Y

Overseas travel show exploring countries in Asia. Each 

series visits one country and consists of four to seven 

episodes. Hosts are given an assignment to find something 

related to Hokkaido and viewers will enjoy how they archive 

the mission. The series covers 13 countries and regions. 

Details and screeners are on our web catalog. 

2014-2016 

| 脱却ISecrets of the Sushi Masters 
Duration: 30 min Episodes: 70 Host: Hikari Hayakawa 

The only series ever produced by a Japanese broadcaster 
concerning the special nature of Sushi. Despite Sushi being 
one of the most famous Japanese foods in the world， the 
processes and techniques for making Sushi are known by few. 
Viewers will be amazed to see the spirit and authentic skills 
that Sushi masters strive for目 Ineach episode， the program 
host， Mr. Hikari Hayakawa， a famous Japanese writer of Sushi 
books， visits one Sushi restaurant. While the host is waiting for 
his Sushi， viewers will see how the chef picks the ingredients， 

prepares for the making and then shapes the Sushi. 

This program is produced by BS12， a satellite broadcaster， and HBC is /icensed to distribute overseas 

i R'lillmlIUi..I.ra 

2014-2017 

襲撃



Another unique t悶 vel山owfeaturing a famous picture book 田軒l盟国
riter whose name is Sora. As the title "Eatrip" suggests， 民.-.:..::-官官:!y'

the theme is "eat" and "trip." We try to convey the charm of 指話握型出
Hokkaido through the sensibility of the writer as she enjoys 岩部担当1::
eating some famous foods of Hokkaido， instead of just 苫~主面
showing so-called tourist destinations. Viewers will enjoy a 回引:v晶画

calm and silent atmosphere as well as beautiful the 
landscapes of Hokkaido shot with a 4K camera. Viewers will be stimulated 
to explore the depth of Hokkaido. 

Japan， Thousand Vear of SOUp Stock 
Duration: 72min or 60 min Starring: Natsuna (Japanese Actress) 
Aired In Hong Kong 

An amazing food documentary about a thousand-year history of soup stock. The soup 
stock is the fundamental essence in Japanese dishes， and kombu or sea kelp， harvested 
in the northern sea of Hokkaido is known as the best ingredient for the stock. We introduce 
why northern sea of Hokkaido grows good quality kelp and how it was exported from 
Hokkaido to Okinawa， Kagoshima， and even china in the Edo-period.Nowadays， the sea 
kelp is used not only for Japanese traditional cuisines but also western dishes and even 
for high-end chololates. Stars such as Madonna and Miranda Kerr have been including 
them in their diets as well. Enjoy the history of Kombu soup stock and its evolution. 

Traveling Comedians ・EasternHokkaido Speciaト
Duration: 54min Starring: Ruriko Kojima， Masuda & Okada， Taka&Toshi， Marina Kinjo 

|1: 1.-，tiiH 

Marriage Trains 

August， 2018 

A spin-off show from “Traveling Comedians" series. Comedians take 
a trip rounding the e制 ernp剖 ofHokkaido， and visit famous and 回眉晶l剖回
we凶11ト川.哨叩叩W附附O町rntou山J汀川r川is羽t凶at町伽t廿同r旧ac蜘ti恥iわons冶s.T刊he町y川仰dωono附oton的1
given an assignment such as answering a 刊qu叫i包Z，fi刷ndi阿n句gw州H刷da加nlma拘|恰s，量邑骨担
fishing， or winning a curling game. If they don't accomplish the assign- r!?':冨岨￥坦
ment， they are not given a local specialty food， a hot springs bathing ， 国l岨::;:.~
or even a hotel room. Sextet joins the trip adding two guest comedi-
ans with the spirited quartet that appears on the regular series. View-
ers will e吋oythe funny and fantastic trip to the eastern Hokkaido， 
which is the kingdom of tourism. 

Duration: 54min Starring: Football Hour (A Famous Comedy Duo) H 叩&.~I
さくら3号

February， 2017 

Later-in-life marriage is a major concern recently and there are 
many ideas about how to motivate middle-aged men and women to 
find a life partner. This show picks one of the most unique ideas， 
holding a “life-partner-finding-party" on a train. Three regional trains 
are featured and they plan parties based on different reasons and 
concepts. Why do they plan these parties and how do they 
conclude? Screener is available on our web catalog. 

Let' 5 Go Hokkaido Food Fair 
Duration: 54 min Starring: Horan Chiaki， Atsugiri Jason 
Distributed In China etc 

間 m…
“Hokkaido Food Fair，" which takes place in department 
stores all over Japan， is known as one of the most 
attractive events to shoppers. We show how shoppers 
enjoy the events and how the events are designed by 
store buyers. The story focuses on buyers' charismatic 
work to discover food produced in remote areas that 
few people have ever heard of. We also present how those remote food 
producers maintain their supply for department stores in a populated city. 

ENG SUB 

"RAUSU" The Magical Sea 
Duration: 54min Distributed In China etc 

l1: I .i~…r:IíJ旬11
This nature documentary features the town of Rausu 
in Hokkaido， located in the heart of Shiretoko 
Peninsula， known as a World Natural Heritage site. 
This area is called "the sea of four seasons，" due to 
the drastic change of the life of it's creatures and it's 
environments， season by season. Drift ice comes 
from far east Russia and covers the whole surface of 
the sea， contributing to its unique ecosystem， which 
is different from any other place on the earth. We 
show the beauty of the four seasons， especially 
pictures under the sea. 

The Secret of the Northernmost ZOO 
Distributed In China etc 

Atsushi Tanaka since 1998 

Hokkaido Asahiyama Zoo， the northernmost zoo in 
Japan， is one of the top Japanese zoos with its unique 
displays of animals. We have been producing 
documentaries for more than 10 years about the zoo to 
show how they designed it and how they have learned to 
exhibit animals. Children will be excited to know the 
scientific aspects of the zoo 

"Japan， Thousand Years of Soup Stock 
"Let'<s Go Hokkaido Food Fair" 

Kouji Shindo since 1987 
"Authentic Ceremonies in Hokkaido" 

May， 2014 

Hisashi Vamane since 1993 
Hokkaido Agricultural Paradise Next" 

Kazutoshi Sugita since 1998 
"Missions Impossible! Around The World 

Taichi Kobayashi since 2012 
"Hokkaido Agricultural Paradise Next" 



HBC has plenty of experience with co-productions since 2010. We have 

worked with 30 partner media companies in 11 countries and regions. The 

typical method for co-productions is that HBC invites the media partner， arranges 

for filming， and provides logistic and engineering support. Then the media 

partner exhibits the program at their location， at their own expense. In these 

schemes， most of the projects have been subsidized or sponsored by the 

government， aiming to increase inbound tourism to Japan. With this strategy， the 

government would correct our project ideas concerning the proposal we gave 

them. Once our proposal passes， we would launch the project and choose a 

media pa吋ner.

Recently， the government is switching 

subsidies from fullーsupportto 

partial-support. In the partial-support 

scheme， HBC and the media partner will 

share the responsibility to find sponsors 

that will cover the project. 
We have done privately sponsored 

projects as well. In a private situation， again the major concern will be who would take 

responsibility of finding a partner that will cover the project. 

“Monsuke，" a fancy-Iooking monkey， is the mascot 

character of HBC. As his appearance on TV and radio is 

frequent， Monsuke is pretty famous in Hokkaido， especially 

among small children.We provide the license to use this 

mascot for various pu巾oses.

In 2016， a beverage supplier in Taiwan put Monsuke 

illustrations on their bottled teas. They used the character 

for their sales campaign as well. 

浮
島
妥
Hokkaido Broadcasting CO.，Ltd.イHBC)is located in SapponかcityHokkaido Preおcture，的enorthemmost area of 
Japan， one of the network companies of Tokyo Broadcasting System(TBS). HBC信 themost long-established 
commercial broadcaster in Hokkaido. We have been producing many genres of programs， TV dramas， 
documen白d白 ，and enterlainmenお.Our programs have been rated high not only in Japan but also over的eworld.
Our policy is的atall programs should be in佐 用 伽'g，who/l倍。meen伽白inment， and good for children. 
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This brochure is subsidized by VIPO funding from the Ministry of Economy， Trade and Industry of Japan. 


